A mechanism for the generation of spiral waves in three-dimensional excitable media is described. Experiments using the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky reaction show that circular or spiral waves appear in the wake of a propagating wave following a local perturbation in illumination intensity. The induced waves arise from three-dimensional scroll waves striking the upper boundary of the excitable medium. Spiral waves are formed over a range of illumination intensities and perturbation times which place the induced wave in the vulnerable region of the refractory wave back.
Spiral waves are observed in a wide variety of living and nonliving excitable media, e.g., heart tissue [1] , animal retina [2] , Xenopus laevis oocytes [3] , and oscillatory [4, 5] and surface catalyzed [6] chemical reactions. Spiral waves in heart tissue have been studied extensively, since they are thought to be a precursor to life-threatening cardiac arrhythmias [7] , and studies of biological and chemical excitable media have led to a detailed understanding of spiral wave dynamics [8, 9] . Much less is known about the origin of spiral waves, especially their spontaneous appearance, although several mechanisms have been advanced [10 -12] . In this Letter we describe a novel mechanism for spiral wave formation in three-dimensional excitable media. Studies of the photosensitive Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction [13, 14] demonstrate that spiral waves may form in the refractory tail of a wave that is perturbed by local changes in excitability in a process involving the formation of three-dimensional scroll waves [15] .
It is well known that isotropic perturbations cannot give rise to spiral behavior in isotropic, homogeneous media. Spirals can be generated by nonisotropic perturbations, however, such as in cross field stimulation, where a wave is initiated to propagate into the refractory wake of a second, orthogonal wave [1, 10] . Spirals similarly arise when waves are initiated in the vulnerable region of the refractory wave back of another wave [16 -18] . Spiral behavior occurs spontaneously in inhomogeneous excitable media, where nonuniform excitability and refractory properties give rise to initiations of irregular wave segments [11, 19, 20] . Spirals also arise when high frequency waves impinge on impenetrable obstacles [12, 21] .
The most common technique for producing spirals in the laboratory (or in computer simulations) is to inhibit activity in a wave by lowering the local excitability (or by mechanically breaking the wave), thereby creating free ends around which spiral waves develop. The mechanism for spiral wave generation presented here involves increasing the local excitability transverse to a propagating wave in a three-dimensional medium. Our experiments utilized a thin layer of silica gel [22] with ruthenium(II)-tris-2,2′-bipyridyl catalyst distributed uniformly throughout [23] . The gel was placed into a petri dish and infused with catalyst-free BZ solution. The medium was then exposed (from below) to a constant flux of spatially homogeneous 350-500 nm light. When illuminated with light of this wavelength, the ruthenium-BZ reaction becomes less excitable because Br 2 , an inhibitor in the reaction, is produced in a photochemical cycle [14, 23, 24] . Since the light is absorbed as it passes through the medium, the excitability is attenuated in the transverse direction. The system was perturbed by using an opaque mask to block the light, thereby changing the local excitability.
The perturbation was applied by placing the mask perpendicular to the front of a propagating wave [Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. After a brief period of time, a secondary wave developed in the wake of the primary wave, evolving into either a circular or spiral wave depending on the length of the perturbation and the level of illumination [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Multiple wave initiations were exhibited for long perturbation times, typically with two circular waves or a spiral wave within a circular wave [ Fig. 1(e) ]. In all cases, each secondary wave appeared at nearly the same place the primary wave was at the moment the mask was applied. As described below, the secondary waves arise from perturbation-induced, three-dimensional scroll waves [15] .
Numerical simulations provide insights into the underlying three-dimensional mechanism of the secondary wave generation. Calculations were carried out using the Tyson-Fife scaling [25] of the Oregonator [26] , modified to describe the photosensitive BZ reaction [27] :
where u, y, and w are the dimensionless concentrations of HBrO 2 , catalyst, and Br 2 , respectively, = . Solutions were prepared with deoxygenated, doubly-distilled water and stored under argon gas. The silica gel medium ͑20 mm 3 20 mm 3 0.5 mm͒ was prepared by gelling a solution of 10% (w͞w) Na 2 SiO 3 and 1.0 mM ruthenium(II)-tris-2,2′-bipyridyl sulfate by acidifying with H 2 SO 4 . The primary wave was initiated with a silver wire at the left boundary of the gel. The covered petri dish was thermostated at 25.0 6 0.1 ± C and flushed with a slow flow of argon gas. The gel was illuminated with light from a 1.0 kW tungsten-halogen lamp passing through an integrating sphere (with inhomogeneity less than 0.1% over the field ) and a 350-500 nm bandpass filter. The light transmitted through the medium was monitored with a CCD video camera with a 460 nm narrow bandpass filter.
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2 ͞≠y 2 1 ≠ 2 ͞≠z 2 is the Laplacian operator, and f gives the rate of bromide production from the irradiation. This rate is proportional to the light intensity [27] , which varies in the z direction according to a modified Beer-Lambert law:
where a includes the molar absorption coefficient and concentration of the reduced catalyst, f 0 includes the quantum efficiency for the photochemical production of Br 2 , and z is the dimensionless distance from the bottom surface of the medium. The calculation was simplified by treating a as a constant parameter, with the photoinduced bromide generation dependent only upon the value of z. Successive images of the simulated three-dimensional behavior are shown in Fig. 2 . The ͑x, z͒ cross sections corresponding to each of the ͑x, y͒ images show the primary wave only slightly penetrating the gel because of the inhibitory effect of the light [cf. Fig. 2(a) ]. When the mask is applied [ Fig. 2(b) Experiments carried out to determine the effects of the perturbation time and light intensity on the development of the secondary waves are summarized in Fig. 3 . The phase diagram shows that no secondary waves appear when the masking time is less than ϳ15 s, which, according to the behavior in the simulations, is about one-half the scroll-wave period. With increasing masking time, the secondary waves change from spiral to circular and then to multiple waves.
The secondary wave formation is limited to a narrow range of light intensity, as shown in Fig. 3 . The upper limit of the range is determined by the complete inhibition of wave propagation due to the light-induced bromide production; the lower limit is defined by the failure of secondary wave formation. At lower light intensities, the primary wave penetrates deeper into the FIG. 2. Three-dimensional simulations of perturbationinduced spiral wave formation. Concentrations of u are shown, with white assigned to the highest value in the wave front and black assigned to the steady-state value. Two images are shown for each sampling time: The upper ͑x, y͒ image shows the top view as in Fig. 1 ; the lower ͑x, z͒ image is the middle cross section [dashed line in ͑x, y͒ image] along the direction of wave propagation. The z direction is expanded twofold relative to the x and y directions. The white-outlined rectangle shows the mask, an area of 40 3 60 grid points with zero irradiation, which was imposed from t 10.0 to t 16.3. Parameters [28] of Eqs. [29] . The behavior was unchanged when the step size was reduced by a factor of 2. Fig. 1 . Dashed circles indicate internal reference points at which the light intensity was adjusted to maintain constant experimental conditions. medium (in the z direction) and a perturbation-induced scroll wave cannot rotate past the lower surface. Our experiments also showed that the gel thickness must be above a critical value (ca. 0.15 mm) for secondary wave formation.
The subsequent evolution of the secondary waves into spiral or circular waves can be understood by considering the effects of the refractory wave back of the primary wave. At low light intensities there is less photoinduced bromide production [14, 23, 24] , and the secondary wave is able to propagate in all directions, even against the increasing bromide gradient of the refractory wave back. At high light intensities, the higher bromide concentration adds to the refractory wave back sufficiently to partially inhibit the secondary wave in this region [16] [17] [18] . The result is a wave segment with two free ends, as shown in Fig. 1(d ) , which gives rise to counterrotating spiral waves.
The perturbation time plays a similar role in determining the features of the secondary waves. When the mask is removed before the appearance of the secondary wave, a spiral wave is formed in response to the photoinduced bromide production. When the perturbation time is longer, the extent of the local bromide production is reduced and circular waves are exhibited. If the mask is applied for more than 1.5 but less than 2 scroll-wave periods, a spiral wave forms within a circular secondary wave, where now the refractory tail of the initial secondary wave gives rise to the spiral behavior. For longer masking times, two circular waves form.
The mechanism for spiral wave generation described here relies on perturbations that locally change the character of the medium from effectively two dimensional to effectively three dimensional, permitting a scroll wave to develop. Perturbations of appropriate duration yield secondary wave formation in the vulnerable region of the preceding wave, with the subsequent development of counterrotating spiral waves. The process is not restricted to secondary waves arising from a "conditioning wave" but can occur with subsequent secondary waves. The spontaneous formation of spiral waves in excitable media such as heart tissue could occur by this mechanism if appropriate fluctuations of excitability take place in the thickness of the medium.
